ABSTRACT

A major challenge in computer-aided detection (CAD) of polyps in CT colonography (CTC) is the detection of "difficult" polyps which radiologists are likely to miss. Our purpose was to develop massive-training artificial neural networks (MTANNs) for improving the performance of a CAD scheme on false-negative cases in a large multicenter clinical trial. We developed 3D MTANNs designed to differentiate between polyps and several types of non-polyps and tested on 14 polyps/masses that were actually "missed" by radiologists in the trial. Our initial CAD scheme detected 71.4% of “missed” polyps with 18.9 false positives (FPs) per case. The MTANNs removed 75% of the FPs without loss of any true positives; thus, the performance of our CAD scheme was improved to 4.8 FPs per case at the sensitivity of 71.4% of the polyps “missed” by radiologists.

Index Terms—computer-aided detection, virtual colonoscopy, missed lesions, false positive reduction, polyps

1. INTRODUCTION

Colorectal cancer is the second leading cause of cancer deaths in the U.S. CT colonography (CTC) is a relatively new technique for detecting colorectal neoplasms by use of a CT scan of the colon. The diagnostic performance of CTC in detecting polyps (i.e., precursors of cancer), however, remains uncertain [1-5] due to a propensity for perceptual errors [6]. Computer-aided detection (CAD) of polyps has the potential to overcome this difficulty with CTC [7, 8].

Summers et al. [9] developed a CAD scheme and they achieved a sensitivity of 64% with a FP rate of 6 per colon, based on a 20-patient database with 28 polyps. Yoshida et al. [8] reported their CAD scheme yielded a 89% by-polyp sensitivity with 2.5 FPs per patient, based on 9 patients with 18 polyps. Jerebko et al. [10] reported their CAD scheme yielded a sensitivity of 90% with 15.7 FPs per scan, based on 40 patients with a total of 39 polyps in 20 patients [10]. Paik et al. [11] reported their CAD scheme yielded a sensitivity of 100% with 7.0 FPs per data set based on eight patients that included seven polyps in four patients.

A major challenge in CAD development is the detection of “difficult” polyps which radiologists are likely to miss. None of the above studies used polyps “missed” by radiologists. Our purpose was to develop a CAD scheme incorporating 3D massive-training artificial neural networks (MTANNs) for the detection of polyps in CTC and to evaluate its performance on false-negative (FN) cases that radiologists actually “missed” in a large multicenter clinical trial [12, 13].

2. OUR CAD SCHEME WITH 3D MTANNs

2.1. An Initial Polyp-Detection Scheme

Our initial polyp-detection scheme consists of 1) colon segmentation based on CT value-based analysis and colon tracing, 2) detection of polyp candidates based on morphologic analysis on the segmented colon, 3) calculation of 3D pattern features of the polyp candidates, and 4) quadratic discriminant analysis for classification of the polyp candidates as polyps or non-polyps based on the pattern features.

2.2. Architecture of a 3D MTANN

To process 3D CTC volume data, we developed a 3D MTANN [14] by extending the structure of a 2D MTANN [15-17]. The architecture of the 3D MTANN is shown in Fig. 1. The 3D MTANN consists of a linear-output artificial neural network (ANN) model which is capable of operating on voxel data directly [18]. The 3D MTANN is trained with input CTC volumes and the corresponding “teaching” volumes for enhancement of polyps and suppression of non-polyps. The input to the 3D MTANN is the voxel values \(f(x,y,z)\) in a sub-volume \(V_S\) extracted from an input volume. The output of the 3D MTANN is a continuous value, represented by
where $NN(\cdot)$ is the output of the linear-output ANN. The entire output volume is obtained by scanning of an input CTC volume with the 3D MTANN in 3D space.

$$O(x,y,z) = NN\{I(x-i,y-j,z-k) | (i,j,k) \in V_s \},$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

MTANN is trained by a linear-output back-propagation algorithm [18]. After training, the 3D MTANN is expected to output a higher value for a polyp and a lower value for a non-polyp. For distinction between polyps and non-polyps, we developed a 3D scoring method based on the output volume of the trained 3D MTANN. A score for a given polyp candidate is defined as

$$S = \sum_{x,y,z} f_\sigma(\sigma;x,y,z) \times O(x,y,z),$$ \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $f_\sigma(\cdot)$ is a 3D Gaussian weighting function with standard deviation $\sigma$, 

$$f_\sigma(\sigma;x,y,z) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi}\sigma} \exp \left\{ -\frac{(x^2 + y^2 + z^2)}{2\sigma^2} \right\},$$ \hspace{1cm} (4)

and $V_E$ is the volume used for evaluation.

### 2.4. A Mixture of Expert 3D MTANNs Architecture

To distinguish between polyps and various sources of FPs, we developed a “mixture of expert” 3D MTANNs. The architecture of the mixture of expert MTANNs is shown in Fig. 2. The mixture of expert MTANNs consisted of several 3D MTANNs. Each of the MTANNs was trained independently with a different type of FPs and common typical polyps. The 3D MTANNs were combined with a mixing ANN such that all major sources of FPs such as stool with bubbles, colonic walls, bulbous-shape folds, and solid stool could be removed. The scores of each expert 3D MTANN act as the features for distinguishing polyps from a specific type of non-polyp for which the expert 3D MTANN is trained. The output of the mixing ANN for the $c$th polyp candidate is represented by

$$M_c = NN\{[S_n] | 1 \leq n \leq N \}$$ \hspace{1cm} (5)

where $NN(\cdot)$ is the output of the linear-output ANN model.

### 3. DATABASE OF CTC

Our testing database consists of CTC scans obtained from a multicenter clinical trial in which 15 leading medical institutions participated nationwide [12, 13]. Each patient was scanned in both supine and prone positions with a multi-detector-row CT system with collimations of 1.0-2.5 mm and reconstruction intervals of 1.0-2.5 mm. Each CT slice has a spatial resolution of 0.5-0.7 mm/pixel. A radiologist experienced in CTC (>1000 cases read) determined the locations of polyps with reference to colonoscopy reports. In the clinical trial, 155 patients had clinically significant polyps. Among them, about 45% of patients were false-negative (FN) interpretations. Those
patients had 114 “missed” polyps which were not detected by radiologists during their initial clinical reading. For testing our CAD scheme, 14 cases with 14 polyps/masses were randomly selected from the FN cases. Lesion sizes ranged from 6-35 mm, with an average of 10 mm.

Our training database consists of 200 CTC datasets obtained from 100 patients, each of whom was scanned in both supine and prone positions. Fourteen patients had 26 polyps, 12 of which were 5-9 mm and 14 were 10-25 mm in size. Each reconstructed CT section had a matrix size of 512 x 512 pixels, with an in-plane pixel size of 0.5-0.7 mm. All patients underwent “reference-standard” optical colonoscopy. We applied our initial polyp detection scheme to our CTC database. We used polyps and non-polyps (i.e., FP detections by our initial scheme) for training 3D MTANNs.

4. RESULTS

4.1. Performance of Our CAD Scheme

Our initial polyp-detection scheme yielded 43% (6/14) by-patient sensitivity with 5.6 (78/14) FPs per patient for the 14 “missed” polyp cases. To increase the sensitivity level, we changed the operating point for the performance of the initial polyp-detection scheme, and we obtained 71.4% (10/14) sensitivity with 18.9 (264/14) FPs per patient. We applied the trained expert 3D MTANNs for reduction of the FPs. The 3D MTANNs were able to remove 75% (197/264) of the FPs without removal of any TPs, as shown in Fig. 3. Thus, our CAD scheme achieved a by-patient sensitivity of 71% (10/14) with 4.8 (67/14) FPs per patient; therefore, our scheme has the potential to detect up to 71% of “missed” polyp cases. Some of the “missed” polyps by radiologists were very small or of the sessile type (these are major causes of human misses). Some sessile-type polyps are known to be histologically aggressive; therefore, detection of such polyps is critical clinically, but they are difficult to detect because of their uncommon morphology. Our CAD scheme detected these “difficult” polyps correctly. It should be noted that one polyp correctly detected by our CAD scheme had been missed in both CTC and “reference-standard” optical colonoscopy in the trial; thus, detection of this polyp may be considered “very difficult.” Figure 4 illustrates a computer interface of CTC with our CAD marks.
4.2. Analysis of False Positive Sources

The number of FPs with our CAD system was relatively small, but about five FPs per patient were still generated. We analyzed all FPs and categorized them into easy, moderate, and difficult. The easy case is defined as “it is obviously not a polyp” when viewed on 2D and/or 3D views. The moderate case would require interactive window/level adjustment and paging several times through the area. The difficult case, i.e., “pitfalls” with CAD, would require supine/prone comparison. Easy, moderate, and difficult cases accounted for 69% of all FPs, 18%, and 13%, respectively. The easy, moderate, and difficult cases included the ileocecal valve and respiratory motion, collapse and stool, and stool and hemorrhoid, respectively.

5. CONCLUSION

With our CAD scheme incorporating MTANNs, 71.4% of polyps “missed” by radiologists in the trial were detected correctly, with a reasonable number of FPs. Our CAD scheme would be useful for detecting “difficult” polyps which radiologists are likely to miss, thus potentially improving radiologists’ sensitivity in detection of polyps in CTC.
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